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INTRODUCTION

By the end of this Ebook, you will gain
wisdom and understanding about the hidden aspects of
words within the English language. You will learn what
names truly are and the role they play in understanding
yourself and all of your experiences. You will also learn
about God's name and the relationship between your name
and natural law. You will see that the names of people,
places and things play a huge role in understanding the
experiences within your life. All of this will assist you in
becoming more aware of yourself and bringing you closer
to the enlightened path of knowledge of self. This book is
written with the intention of handing you a master key
which will unlock and expose the truth about yourself.

PREFACE
The Egyptians have an old proverb that says
“As it is above so it is below. As it is within, so it is
without.” This proverb is explaining that everything we
see on the outside of us is also on the inside of us.
Everything that we see up in the sky is also below, within
our bodies. All of our experiences are a direct reflection of
our internal self. Our name is a master key to
understanding our internal self. The better we understand
our internal self, the better we are at understanding our
life's experiences. These experiences are labeled with
names. We identify persons, places and things by labeling
them with a name. A name helps us to recall what
something or who someone is. It even helps us remember
how it looks, feels, smells, and tastes. We name things so
that we may remember them. For example, when I
mention a sweet potato pie this triggers certain images.

Your taste buds may remember the sweetness, or a
particular activity associated with sweet potato pie may
even flash before your mind's eye. This is what a name
does. This is the power of words. Words trigger memory.
Your personal name is no different. Your name
is the vibration of a sound that you respond to and it
carries with it a particular image, memory, energy and
other things. Your name and your life's experience as a
whole has a hidden and deeper metaphysical meaning to it
because your entire life is a metaphor or a parable. The
name of your lovers, your parents, your children, pets,
schools, jobs and even a random person at the supermarket
can all be clues for uncovering yourself. The occurrences
that you are having in the physical realm represent
something deeper in a metaphysical sense and the name
associated with the occurrence is very revealing. There is
so much more about your life that tells a hidden story. I
describe the hidden story as your shadow. While this is all
theoretical and based on my personal philosophy, I will
share my own revelations in hopes that it will help you

understand just how crucial names are.

My name is Kimesha McDowell but I have
renamed myself BlaQ Fire because that is how I
interpreted Kim and Esha. Kim or Cham means black or
sunburnt in Hebrew and Esh means fire in Hebrew.
Therefore my name literally means “A BlaQ Fire”. BlaQ
Fire is the principle of the universe as it represents the
principles of darkness and light (fire). My last name,
McDowell, has told me that I would “Do Well” in
decoding language which will reveal the principles and/or
metaphysics of the universe. The MC on the front of Do

Well mathematically equals 1100 in Roman numerals. All
the words in the bible are assigned a number. The number
1100 was assigned the word language. Therefore MC Do
Well literally can be interpreted as “Do Well in
Language”. The fact that I have a tattoo of a tongue
(which I got at 21 years old) on my body sealed the deal
for me. The word tongue literally means language. The
tattoo was to remind me that I have a gift for decoding
language.
I started studying the womb deeply in 2015
not knowing that it was already my life's path for me to do
that. My studying eventually lead me to the word matrix.
We often hear the word matrix as a description of our
experience in this universe or world but the word matrix
actually means womb. So as I came to understand the
womb, I discovered that I was actually studying the
universe. The confirmation that I was simply mirroring
my shadow was hidden in the name of the university I
graduated from, Philadelphia University. Delph means
womb in Greek, therefore Philadelphia University is

decoded or interpreted as The University of Love Of The
Womb. I have developed my own philosophy and
perspective of life based on the metaphysical science of
the womb.
This entire book is based on my philosophy
and my experiences with words. By studying the names of
people, places and things I am able to put the puzzle of me
back together. I am mainly using sound and etymology for
interpretation of words and names. I highly recommend
that you research anything that you are currently unaware
of that may be mentioned in this book. For citing
purposes, the main sources I use throughout this book are
http://etymonline.com/index.php and
https://www.blueletterbible.org/.

THE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE
All names and words in any language have hidden
meanings. All written languages are symbols and symbols
are characters. The etymology of character is “symbol or
imprint on the soul”. I will provide some background on
the English language since English is the language that I
primarily study.
The English language is what one could call a mutt
language. A mutt is a type of dog which is mixed with
multiple breeds. English is the mutt of all languages
because within many English words many other cultures
can be found. We find languages such as Latin, Greek,
Spanish, French, German, Dutch and many others. This is
because as cultures mix and merge, so does the sounds of
their words. Words mixing and mingling is equivalent to

them having sex and birthing new words. English words
seem to work like genetics. They are related and linked
together on a long chain. This linkage is why phonetics, or
sound, play a huge role in decoding what is hidden in the
English language. Language is really the manifestation of
linking words and sounds together. How a word sounds
gives us a lot of clues regarding other words that may be
relative to it. Because of this, English is the perfect
language for revealing hidden and deeper meanings due to
it being so diverse and connected to many other cultures.

The word English itself gives us a few clues telling
us that it has many different messages and perspectives
within it. It comes from the word angle. I interpret an
angle as a corner and a degree of perspective. We see
things how we see them depending on our own
perspective and angle. Sometimes, clues reveal themselves
through anagrams. An anagram is when you can move
letters around to form a new word. If we move one letter
around in angle we can change it to angel. An angel is a
messenger. This confirms that within the English

language, and even the letters (aka symbols), are messages
that can be decoded and interpreted according to many
angles or perspectives.

INTERPRETATION
OF THE WORD
NAME

The word name itself reveals many secrets. In
the word name is an anagram of the word Amen. Amen is
a very well known word from the Bible and it is
interpreted to mean “so be it” and it also means truth.
While this is all true, ironically there is another meaning
to Amen which came out of Egypt. There is an Egyptian
god named Amen which is interpreted to mean “what is
hidden”. This does not take away from the Hebrew
meaning of “so be it”, but instead gives another

perspective of another word with the same sound. This
tells us that a name is relative to something being hidden
and something being true. It is the true self that is hidden
and that is what needs to be unlocked.
Amen is what you say once you've completed
a prayer, and proclaim “so be it” meaning a confirmation
of truth has taken place. That is what happens at
conception within the womb. Because you are a
confirmation of truth manifested from the All, your very
existence is confirmation of the unseen aspect of God.
Your existence came about via conception. Concepts are
relative to the intention of the mind. Your name was
chosen at your conception because your name is an
intentional truth. Your intention is what you mean and
mean is an anagram of name and name is an anagram of
amen.
The word mean has multiple meanings, but
let us consider that which is most relative to the topic at
hand. Mean is defined as “to have in mind” and “to
intend”. It is related to meant, mental and memory.

Overall, your name is to help you remember yourself.
While it appears that your parent(s) chose your name,
consider that you chose your own name. Your name is part
of a prescription that you wrote to help heal yourself. If it
was prescribed, that means it was pre-written and it was
pre-determined. Your name reflects your purpose, your
gifts, your intentions for learning self and for the impact
that you will have on yourself as well as others in this
particular life. Because the human body is a living
universe, this makes our life's experience a University or a
school. When people interact and have relations with you,
they are interacting with the university of (insert a name
here.) There are lessons to be learned. There is a hidden
meaning behind every interaction. A name is likened to a
master key that you hid from yourself and only you can
use it to unlock the true you. All names have a purpose of
unlocking you because names are apart of the intention
behind your existence which came by way of
seman(semen). Seman backwards is names.

YOUR NAME
AND YOU
Phonetics plays a major role in decoding
words. Say the word “name” very slowly. Pronounce
every letter very slowly. What do you hear? I hear enemy.
N A Me sounds like the word enemy. Do you hear the
sound “Me” in enemy? Do you see the word me in
en(em)y? That suggests you are your own adversary and
that there is no adversary(devil) but you. Your ignorance
of yourself is your enemy. Can your name become your
own enemy? Surely it can. Your own name or signature
becomes your adversary when you do not understand its
power or authority. There is your name and then there is
you. You exist in your body and you have authority over
your body and all that is within. Your physical body is a

vessel for you. Your name is a temporary extension of you
which you also have authority over because you are the
author of your own signature. Someone is capitalizing off
of the ignorance of the power within your name. Recall
the proverb “As above, so below and as within, so
without”. If you are ignorant of what is within you, then
you will be ignorant that which appears outside of you.
Our physical existence is not real. It is likened
to a dream. This is what the movie “The Matrix” was
actually about. Your body is simply a temporary tool being
used to travel within the all or the mind. Anything that
appears to “die” is not real because the All or God is never
ending. Your body is living and dying simultaneously
therefore it is called a corpse. The etymology of corpse
means both living body and dead body. Because your
body is a corpse, you momentarily exist as a corporation,
entity or business. You, your body and your name are a
business and should be treated as such. The word business
in the Greek language interchanges with the word work
which comes from the Greek word “energeo”. You're a

business because you're energy. Business owners are
creators and you are that as well. Since majority of us do
not understand our existence as a business ,we pass down
a generational curse of ignorance of self giving away our
power, authority and sovereignty over our own body and
over our name. This is how your name becomes your
enemy. Once you give away your power over your mind,
body and name you are in danger of someone else
controlling you which results in forgetting your soul's
purpose.
Your name and signature are literally how
you get put into bondage and become a slave to the world.
The power of your signature is exemplified in the practice
of signing contracts. Your signature is required for any
monetary transaction or any type of contract or agreement.
It is a signature which brings documents to life. Check
your money. There are signatures on it. Your name or
signature has the power to create. If we break up the word
signature it is sign and nature. The etymology of nature
means to give birth, therefore when we sign our name we

give birth to something. Your name is more powerful than
you think. Everyone is not supposed to have access to
your name. Keeping your name hidden is a key to being
free and having authority over self. He who has authority
and control over your name very likely has control over
your mental. This is how someone gains access to your
mind and your attention. How could you be summoned
(called) to court if there was no access to your name? How
could you be required to pay any taxes, fees, fines, tickets
and much more if there was no access to your name?
When you do not understand the power within your name
it can be used against you, literally becoming your enemy.
The birth certificate is the beginning of your
name being used to enslave you. One of the first things
your parent, very likely your mother, did was give you a
name and register this name within the state you reside.
She registered it so that she will receive a birth certificate
and a social security card for you which allows you to
utilize all public services available to US citizens. In
reality, she created an artificial person also called a

corporation and handed over authority of that corporation
to the government. Her applying for a birth certificate for
you is likened to forming an LLC or corporation for a
business. You are a business from an esoteric perspective,
but you do not have to be a business which is governed by
another entity such as the U.S. From the creation of the
birth certificate, throughout the rest of your life, your
name is used to bond you to contracts which obligate you
to be under the authority of the U.S. This was your first
contract which your mother created on your behalf. The
government knows that your name is the master key to
having possession over your entire being and that is why
they make your mother an offer for you to become a
corporation under their authority and management. Uncle
Sam wants your name.

The name Sam is short for Samuel. It's interesting that the
etymology of the word Samuel means “ the name of god”.
Sam or shem literally means name. This can also be

interpreted as “god of the name”. If you want to know
more about how the government uses your name to
enslave you, I encourage you to research what is
commonly called a “straw man”. (I am not a lawyer and I am not

legally competent to advise you on anything pertaining to the concept of the “straw
man” I am merely sharing knowledge for entertainment purposes.)

I AM IS THE
LAW
God uses the phrase “I am” in the Bible. When
Moses asked God who shall I say sent me, God instructed
Moses to say “I am” sent you (Exodus 3:14). “I am” is
the creator. Awareness of your natural born right to exist
under the authority of the unseen God rather than physical
man allows understanding that “I am” is the only name
you need to claim. “I am” is the sovereign law and
authority of governing self. The word law secretly shows
us this. Flip the “w” right side up and now we have “lam”
which is symbolically “ I am”. The law of God is “I am”
and that is the only name you truly need. Insert any word
after “I am” and there you will find an extension of you
which is all simply a part of your fictitious corporation.

Any word after “I am” is a fiction, just as the story of your
life is a fiction. The etymology of fiction is “imagined in
the mind”. Recall that you were created from a conception
or a concept. Why is “ I am” the law of the God? Because
it is the law of sound, frequency or vibration. “ Iam” is the
sound of “Omm” or in Sanskrit it is called “Aum”. This is
the same sound we make when we think or when we are
trying to remember something. It is also the same sound
we make during sex as we moan. It is a universal sound.
Both sex and thinking are forms of creating.
The word mother is Ummi in Arabic and Em in
Hebrew. Aum, Ummi, and Em are all related to the “M”
sound. The letter “M” is the 13th letter of the alphabet. The
number 13 is symbolically the letters I M when we flip the
3 on its side. Also, consider that the 13th letter of the
Hebrew alphabet is called Mem, which phonetically
sounds similar to mom. This all reveals that the mother
aspect of the universe, being mother nature,or mother God
is the “I am”. It is the understanding of the law of “I am”
which protects you from enslaving yourself because

knowing “I am” is knowing and understanding how
fictitious characters operate. Understanding that you are
within your body and animating your body as fiction is a
very important part of protecting your true self.

KNOW THY
SELF
Now that we know our name should be kept secret
what should we do? Majority of us have given our power
away due to ignorance passed down by our parents. We
cannot remain stagnant and focus on what our parents did
or did not do. Of course, we should learn more about the
law and the straw man. I am sure that would help but we
need to know much more than that. That is only the
physical aspect of what we need to know. We can also
search within our own heart and learn more about our
esoteric self. That is where true freedom resides. It comes
from the soul. It comes from knowing and understanding
the true self, which is the unseen self or the spiritual self.
One thing you can do is study the esoteric meaning behind

your name. That is a great place to start. As mentioned
earlier, the word amen also means truth therefore
understanding the deeper meaning within your name will
reveal some truths about you and your life's path.
Consider that decoding names is not only about
uncovering names of people but also about helping you
decode experiences in your life. Interpreting words can do
this. I am constantly receiving messages from the
universe to help me discover myself. Whenever people
give me gifts or say “weird” things to me I always take
their name into consideration. Their name gives me a
message about me. Your entire life is a metaphor or a
parable and needs to be decoded.
In an effort to assist you in decoding your life and
possibly help you uncover your purpose, I am offering a
simple place to start by decoding and interpreting your
name. Also, if there is any person, place, thing or
experience associated with your life that you are curious
about figuring out the esoteric meaning in your life, allow
me to take a closer look for you.

Every word has a hidden meaning to it and I can help
you interpret it just as I helped myself.
In the past year I have interpreted and broken
down an extensive list of words and names. Many people
have came back to me and expressed much gratitude as
the revelations hidden in their names has helped them find
clarity within their own life. My own life revealed to me
that I was a teacher, healer and meta-physician. I have
been teaching and sharing knowledge about metaphysics
and the hidden science of the womb for about 2 years. I
found my life's purpose.

If you want to know more about me please check out my
blog

at

http://blaqfirenation.com/.

Don't

forget

to

subscribe. While you are there, you can check out my
biography. I also have online classes based on the premise
of learning “The Metaphysical Journey To Knowledge Of
Self”. Please enroll for access to classes at https://blaqfire-nation-university.teachable.com/.

For

more

information about getting an interpretation of any name or
word please email me at blaqfire360@gmail.com.

